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            What Our Customers Are Saying

                        
                        The entire experience was great.  Meeting with salesperson Ryan C. who didn’t try to sell us things we didn’t need. The installation crew who cleaned up as they went along and answerd all the questions about operating the system. Top notch all around.                    

[image: Jim H]
Jim H1709327250





                        Phenomenal service! I would highly recommend Security Alarm. Customer service is outstanding and prompt and not pushy. Overall, it was a wonderful experience working with them!                    

[image: shannon gelsinger]
shannon gelsinger1708615583





                        The technician was very professional and did our repairs in a timely manner.                    
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                        The guys that set it up were first class!Your customer service is wonderful. I left my last security service because they had rude people in the wrong position!!                    

[image: mary anderson-kaup]
mary anderson-kaup1708019876





                        The guys were so nice and explained everything to me. They were here at the time I was told. Can't say enough good things about them!                    
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mary anderson-kaup1707884862





                        TECH SUPPORT WAS EXTREMELY HELPFUL                    

[image: Steve Bleyer]
Steve Bleyer1707169628





                        The Security Alarm team was very nice, knowledgeable, and professional. Would highly recommend them!                    
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Cathy Duffy1707155950





                        This is a first rate operation.  Anytime I have needed service their technicians arrive on time and get the work done promptly.  Josh is an outstanding service tech!                    

[image: Greg Colombo]
Greg Colombo1706542196





                        Used Security Alarm Corp. for over 20 years.  Service is great & I would not use any other company!                    

[image: Gayla Flowers]
Gayla Flowers1705673523





                        Tech solved my problem immediatelyThanks                    
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Mike Thomas1705339216





                        Security Alarm has consistently shown professionalism, ethical business behavior, and exceptional customer support. I highly recommend them to anyone in need of residential or business monitoring services. They have given our family more peace of mind when it comes to home security, at a fraction of the cost of other major security companies.                    
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Justin Lafollette1704773474





                        Troy and Larry showed up in a timely manner.  They were courteous, knowledgeable and professional.  They fixed my problem in minimal time.                    
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                        They were both very nice. Explained what they were doing.   They checked everything out and got me back up and running. Thank you Security Alarm for having such nice people working for you.                    
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                        Wonderfully helpful and informative. I’m confident we made a great choice. These guys really know their business!                    
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                        Prompt service,  they were here the next day and didn't leave until the problem was corrected.   Even got a follow-up call the next day to make sure it was working.                    
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                        I have encountered 4 different employees from here. They have all been so nice. I am very impressed with how nice, respectful,  and friendly they all have been.                    
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                        These guys are great!                    

[image: Cris Corzine-McCloskey]
Cris Corzine-McCloskey1699906223





                        very happy with the service, value and the instillation.                    

[image: william stark]
william stark1698772781





                        They did a fantastic job!! So glad I used this company!!! If you need a security system these are the people to call!!                    

[image: Cathy Gajewski]
Cathy Gajewski1698248976





                        Very good service and very friendly! 10/10 recommend                    

[image: Clay Prosser]
Clay Prosser1698092961





                        Very pleased with Security Alarm!This is our second time using them!They installed some additional security cameras at the KPJY Pinckneyville - Du Quoin Airport, located 6 miles south of Pinckneyville, Illinois. Courteous,knowledgable, and professional technicians! I highly recommend Security Alarm for your security and peace of mind!Stephen MossKPJY Airport Manager                    

[image: Stephen Moss]
Stephen Moss1697822939





                        Troy and Larry gave expert service. Kind and considerate in their behavior.                    
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                        Security Alarm set up was great. On time and very professional. Took the time to walk me thru the system. System is working great. Feel safer already                    
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Tim Waller1695218255





                        The salesman, owner, and technicians were all very professional and polite. They got the job done in a timely manner, and made every effort to be as neat and clean as possible. I couldn't have asked for better service.                    

[image: Justin Lafollette]
Justin Lafollette1691794608





                        The customer service is phenomenal. We had a unique situation, and Coy worked diligently to find a solution. He always called me first, rather than requiring me to chase him down for the answer. He answered questions thoroughly and went above and beyond the call of duty. Very, very happy customer.                    

[image: Wendy McNab]
Wendy McNab1689716415





                        Very easy to work with. Very professional. Good job. Thanks Darrell                    

[image: Darrell Carlson]
Darrell Carlson1687787987





                        We loved working with Security Alarm!                    
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                        They were very professional. The Equipment is easy to use and works great! Thanks for the great job!                    
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First Baptist Herrin1684937880





                        Excellent service for many years. Very satisfied with them! A++++                    
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                        We’ll pleased with our protection & service with Security Alarm                    

[image: Jerry Wells]
Jerry Wells1682356781





                        We were having trouble with our 17 year old keypad and called for service.  Within a day they were had replaced it at an extremely fair price                    
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Donald Dillard1682133619





                        Wonderful service.  Feel totally safe and secure with my coverage.                    

[image: Kendra Smith]
Kendra Smith1682081048





                        Security Alarm is professional, responsive and very reasonable!                    

[image: Cindy Martin]
Cindy Martin1681927779





                        Have never had issues with them. Always courteous on the phone                    
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Neil MacEwen1681927065





                        Reliable service, fair price.  Have been using them over 5 years.                    
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                        Always quick to help with any issues                    
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Mary Dunlop1681924073





                        I have confidence in Security Alarm and if I have an issue, they are always quick to resolve the problem.                    

[image: Vicki Colombo]
Vicki Colombo1681921654





                        The technicians (Curtis and Jeff) arrived as scheduled, had the installation diagrams as discussed with Larry during the sales presentation and immediately began working on the planned installation.  These gents came prepared with proper tooling, equipment and most impressive was a strong desire to satisfy the customer.  The install was timely, they ensured their quality of work was satisfactory and cleaned up their work areas after the system functionality was verified.  Great technicians!                    
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Gene Gurley1681921500





                        Great quick service !                    

[image: Gerald Purcell]
Gerald Purcell1681920919





                        This company has been in business for many years with the loyalty and care that is usually part of family owned business. They are prompt in responding when there is need and knowledgeable in their field. It is good to have them located in Salem, IL.                    

[image: Jose Jacob]
Jose Jacob1681920413





                        Security Alarm handles our security at the office.  They have always been on top of things if we have an alarm go off.  I have set it off on accident and they are quick to call and check on me.  very professional and anytime I call with a question or problem it is taken care of immediately.                    

[image: Benton West City Area Chamber of Commerce]
Benton West City Area Chamber of Commerce1681919003





                        Wonderful business to wok with!They are dependable and great to work with!Stephen MossAirport ManagerPKJY Airport                    
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Stephen Moss1681915935





                        Installed motion detectors, glass break detectors and panic alarms..they always worked.                    
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                        I have been with Security Alarm for many years.  They respond promptly and efficiently when my alarm has been activated.  The system protects my entire home and gives me a feeling of security.                    
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                        Great Service! Quick & Prompt...                    
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                        Prompt, professional, informative, friendly                    
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                        VERY PLEASED....QUICK RESPONSE AND QUICKLY RESOLVED                    
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Paws Here Veterinary Services1671634499





                        We have had Security Alarm for several years.  Unfortunately, we have accidentally forgotten on occasion the alarm was set when we opened a door.  Within seconds we would get a call making sure everything was okay.A couple times we had to have a technician come out to our house for a minor problem.  The problems were resolved quickly and professional.We highly recommend Security Alarm for your home and business security.                    

[image: Vicki Owen]
Vicki Owen1668434749





                        Extremely professional, very nice looking installation, very knowledgeable, very thorough  explanation of my new security system. The best installers and company! I highly recommend them!!!                    

[image: Russ Wielt]
Russ Wielt1653505309





                        we needed to change around a camera and a camera needed to be replaced. All the work was done perfectly and service was done in record time with no problems. We always get great service with Security Alarm Company.                    

[image: FBCAnna church Office]
FBCAnna church Office1649253161





                        I called Security Alarm to check on cameras for outside since we had used them in our Ag business for years.   The process to get lined up was simple and Larry was very thorough in explaining everything.   They were out in just a few days to install them.   Both guys were very friendly and professional.  It didn't take long to install and I know they probably had wiring issues to deal with.   They did a great job and the cameras show exactly where I wanted them.   I am very pleased with the service and products installed.Thanks!                    
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                        We have been trouble shooting several trouble alarms and Security Alarm has been very responsive and willing to help in what ever way they can.  After the most recent service, the technician was great at telling exactly what he did and next steps if this does not solve the problem.                    

[image: Steve Holt]
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                        Security Alarm has a great team and has always taken great care of my business and home. Would highly recommend!                    

[image: Eric Black]
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                        Came tested all the fire alarm system and did a fantastic job                    
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                        PromptProfessionalHighly Skilled                    

[image: George-Shawn Taylor]
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                        Josh was on time and very patient with the techs from the access control company. I would recommend them to anyone who asked.                    

[image: Travis Stuart]
Travis Stuart1636121630





                        “Staff performance: Just would like to report I have had excellent experiences with all your staff. They all have been very professional, courteous and personable. The one stand out is Watson. He has demonstrated a great deal of patience and genuine willingness to give his best to resolve any problems I have brought to him. His technical knowledge and ability to troubleshoot is outstanding. You have a solid team at Security Alarm and as a customer of yours I wanted you to know I appreciate it.”                    

[image: Bill Seffens]
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                        We have encountered a couple different problems and they were able to solve both of them in a timely and professional manner. Thanks for your expertise in security!                    

[image: Erma Bumgarner]
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                        We have several cameras from Security Alarm.  Our favorite is the thermal imaging camera.  It is great for watching pastures at night.                    

[image: Greg Miller]
Greg Miller1625755203





                        I couldn’t be more happy with Barcom & its customer service! Very friendly staff & excellent product. I would recommend to anyone.                    

[image: Madison Traylor]
Madison Traylor1624319482





                        SA handles all of our Alarm, Detection and Door Security systems.  Great Company, responsive and always places the Customer First.                    
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                        Absolutely perfect professional installation, courteous, knowledgeable, going the extra mile for their customer. I  highly recommend  Security Alarm for all of your needs.                    

[image: Marylynn Perschbacher]
Marylynn Perschbacher1623241870





                        Did an excellent job of installing the unit . The technician was very helpful and helped me get proficient at using it correctly. Would recommend the company to everyone.                    

[image: Marvin Grote]
Marvin Grote1613674985
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